
The Seaside Strangler

Puzzle Solutions (Spoilers Below):
One puzzle per page.  Password unlocks are also included below.



Roman Numeral Document

We are the founders of Gold Hook.  Our names are Sullivan, Collins, Pike, Carlton, and

Hanna.



Postcard Puzzle

Owen did not kill DH.



Benjamin’s Contact

121918



Knot Puzzle
The lighthouse is the only location that doesn’t have a slip knot used anywhere on the

property.



Anchor Puzzle
The answer to the riddle is light.



Soldier Puzzle
We five are keepers of the find

Many are we and each hold a key

Without all we are idle

Behind Washington we fought

And on the back line we stood



Washington Docs 1 & 2
120 steps north



Omnis Puzzle:

From rock at light horse landing



Map:

Turnberry Bluff



Password to Unlock the Folder

on Albert Pike’s Computer.

offspring



Where did the Scions of

Independence Hide their secret?

turnberrybluff



How to Eliminate Each Suspect.

Amos Owen - The solution to the postcard puzzle eliminates Owen.

Quinton Garland - The info in Benjamin’s email eliminates Garland as a suspect since

he was on Gold Hook Island during the times of the murders (proven by the ankle

monitor records) and some of the murders happened on the mainland. You know that

Garland is the one with the ankle monitor based on context clues in his interview and

info in the email.

Knox Richmond - You find out the killer is using slipknots to kill his victims from the

Case Notes, page “About the Strangler.” You then examine the knots diagram card to

find out what slipknots look like. You then examine the card with ropes, 6 symbols (one

for each suspect), and 3 knots under each symbol. The lighthouse is the only place that

does not use slipknots. So this eliminates Richmond since he works at the lighthouse..

Kara Perkins - Perkins is proven innocent by the file you get in the email from the

Scions of Independence. Albert Pikes states that Kara was with him at the time of Darby

and Madge’s murders.

Abigail Conrad - Conard is eliminated by using the timeline Justin writes out on the

notepad and the map. If followed correctly you find that Justin ends up at the Tiki Torch

during the storm.   Abigail Conrad is stated to be dry so she can’t be the one that killed

Sherm Sullivan since the killer would have gotten soaked being out in the storm.



Who is The Seaside Strangler?

baronmckinley



Are you ready to close the case

of The Seaside Strangler?

libertasiustitia


